Other responses of note:

On expo objectives:
I don't really mind, but I do think there needs to be a clearly defined objective
I'd probably go looking for something that had been overlooked previously or surface
work at a promising altitude looking for horizontal entrances
Continue the resurvey project to fix our major errors. That currently means Balkon
and/or Tunnocks primarily, but I'm don't mind doing other stuff
Prospecting in the general direction of the Schoenberg and potentially around
Organhoehle
I would like to spend a couple of days tying up loose ends in Organhoehle area
(surface legs to a GPS point so we can better see the relationship between
Organhoehle and Guten Morgen; location of base of Elefant shakehole) but this
would only be a small side objective and wouldn't need a big team. Other than that
happy to get involved in wherever, I haven't been to Fish Face or Homecoming at all.
Anything that is realistic when considering no of people, experience, length, weather
etc
We'd probably want to continue to work on the area between 76 and the master
cave, but that doesn't need to affect other objectives
I am happy with either moving west and setting up new top camp at Butterfly Cave
nearer Homeconing, which is my slightly preferred option. But also very good lead
indeed in Balcony. We just need to have realistic aims for time and people available.
I think they are all amazing caves but would like to start pushiong out west and aim
to make the big connection within the next 10 years

On expo top camp
Unsure as not been to expo for a bit
This depends on the planned objectives, if we're wanting to keep pushing Tunnocks
and Balkon then at least a lightweight camp at Stone Bridge, if not then we should
make preparations for heading west. As I wasn't there the last 2 years I don't know
how quick it would be to move to a new location.
Second camp between fischgesicht and homecoming. Keep stone bridge for balcony
Definitely go lightwieght. If the objectives are Balkon, stay at the stone bridge. If
they're west, go west. But we should pick an area to focus on
Depends on how many people sign up

Depends on whether the consensus is to go West or push deep balcony. My slight
preference is to move camp west.
Bit hard for me to comment on this not having been out the last two years. But by the
sound of it there were too many irons in the fire last year.
Discuss having satellite camps for homecoming etc

Volunteers to help
People, with likelihood of attending in brackets

Leader:
·
·
·

Dickon (definite)
Ruairidh (definite)
Mike B (if comes, not sure)

Treasurer:
·
·
·

Dickon (definite)
Crossley (likely)
Harry Kettle (likely)

Transport Plan:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Dickon (definite)
Ruairidh (definite)
Chris D (likely)
Nat (somewhat likely)
Pete T (somewhat likely)
Luke Stangroom (not sure yet)
Rachel Turnball (somewhat unlikely)

Gear Coordination:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Dickon (definite)
Lydia (definite)
Ruairidh (definite)
Crossley (likely)
Chris D (likely)
Nat (somewhat likely)
Luke Stangroom (not sure yet)

Gear Order:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Ruairidh (definite)
Dickon (definite)
Lydia (definite)
Harry Kettle (likely)
Crossley (likely)
Chris D (likely)
Elaine (somewhat likely)
Nat (somewhat likely)
Luke Stangroom (not sure yet)

Food Order:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Ruairidh (definite)
Harry Kettle (likely)
Chris D (likely)
Elaine (somewhat likely)
Nat (somewhat likely)
Sarah Parker (not really sure)

Survey stuff:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Wookey (definite)
Becka (definite)
Crossley (likely)
Anthony Day (likely)
Nat (somewhat likely)
Luke Stangroom (not sure yet)
Rob Watson (not really sure)
Julian T (definitely not)

Website:
·
·
·

Wookey (definite)
Alice S (unlikely)
Anthony Day (likely)

Training Weekend:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Ruairidh (definite)
Crossley (likely)
Corin (likely)
Harry Kettle (likely)
Mark D (somewhat likely)
Nadia (somewhat likely)
Elaine (somewhat likely)
Nat (somewhat likely)
Fleur (unlikely)

Flapjack:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Dickon (definite)
Ruairidh (definite)
Lydia (definite)
Michael Holliday (likely)
Harry Kettle (likely)
Chris D (likely)
Ash (somewhat likely)

·
·
·
·
·

Elaine (somewhat likely)
Nat (somewhat likely)
Sarah Parker (not really sure)
Luke Stangroom (not sure yet)
Reuben Harding (not sure yet)

Rigging Guide:
·

Mark D (somewhat likely)

T shirts
·

Radost (likely)

Other offers:
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

·

Haydon (likely) - Happy to do what I can. Probably not leader but could be
persuaded/take on a bit. As long as the aim is to keep things simple this time.
Katey Bender (defintely not coming) - Will help with anything that can be done
from another time zone
Olly (depends on house building) - Happy to wrangle Survex fixes and
features if people tell me in plenty of time.
Adelaide de Diesbach (likely) - Not sure yet! I will keep up with the emails and
decide where I can help. I definitely want to help this awesome expo in some
ways tho
Frank Tully (likely) - I used to do charging, but anything technical, bolts
perhaps.
Lydia (definite) - Anything that needs doing
Elaine (somewhat likely) - German stuff (permission letter, Robert liaison
officer); general advice; pointers about grants (I did a lot of research for 2017
and found a few we haven't been applying for but that year were either too
late or ultimately unsuccessful apart from GPF). It's probably useful if whoever
does gear has an idea of the current state of affairs, which I don't really happy to do ordering though. But maybe it makes more sense for one or two
people to do gear coord and ordering together?
Mark Shinwell (somewhat likely) - I'm happy to arrange the permit again with
the Austrian government, as I've got good context from this year. Plus
whatever other help as time permits, I should be much less busy next year
than in recent ones.

